
Rappels sur la lettre mensuelle d’informations : Cette lettre comporte des tableaux compilant (i) des conférences internationales et des réunions 
techniques organisées par l’AIEA et potentiellement d’intérêt pour les industriels français (autres que celles déjà identifiées lors des réunions de 
coordination menées par le Service du Gouverneur : CEA-DRI), (ii) les besoins de l’AIEA en experts mis gratuitement à sa disposition par les Etats 
membres (salaires et charges pris en charge par l’employeur), (iii) des appels d’offres commerciaux lancés par l’AIEA dans le cadre de l’United 
Nations Global Marketplace et (iv) des postes vacants stratégiques. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outre les ateliers et réunions techniques déjà identifiés d’intérêts (lors des réunions de coordination 
menées par le Service du Gouverneur) pour les industriels français, on pourra noter les événements 
suivants qui seront organisés par le Secrétariat de l’AIEA, à Vienne, au cours du mois de mars 2016: 

 Le Conseil des Gouverneurs, qui se tiendra du 7 au 11 mars 2016 et qui traitera notamment du 
Rapport 2016 sur la Technologie Nucléaire ; 

 La Réunion Technique “Technical Meeting on the User-Vendor Interface in Cogeneration for 
Electricity Production and Seawater Desalination” (I3-TM-52480 15), du 14 au 16 mars à Vienne ; 

 L’atelier « Regional Workshop on Practical Intervention Techniques to Reduce Public Doses at 
Uranium Mining and Milling Legacy Sites” (J9-TR-52375 25), à Vienne ; 

 
 

Une attention particulière sera apportée aux très nombreuses offres d’emploi qui, en ce début d’année, 
fleurissent à l’AIEA, avec des niveaux de qualification très variés.  
ON notera enfin un nombre importants d’appels d’offre, émis par l’Agence, toujours avec des délais de 
réponse très brefs mais sur des thématiques où des entreprises françaises pourraient se positionner.  
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Conférence Objectif Date Lieu Responsable AIEA 
Date limite 
d’enregistrement 

International Conference on 
Effective Nuclear Regulatory 

Systems: Sustaining 
Improvements Globally 

 

The objective of this conference is to review and assess ways of further improving 
the effectiveness of regulatory systems for nuclear facilities and activities for both 
nuclear safety and nuclear security. The action items in the summary presented by 
the President of the conference held in 2013 in Ottawa, the lessons of the Fukushima 
Daiichi accident, the discussions at other international conferences and at 
international experts’ meetings conducted within the framework of the IAEA Action 
Plan on Nuclear Safety, as well as the CNS and the principles outlined in the Vienna 
Declaration on Nuclear Safety, will continue to have a significant impact on 
regulatory systems. All the aforementioned need to be taken into account to sustain 
improvements to regulatory systems. 
Topical Issue No. 1: Regulatory Lessons Learned and Actions Taken 
Topical Issue No. 2: Challenges in Regulating Nuclear Installations 
Topical Issue No. 3: Challenges in Regulating Radiation Sources and Radioactive 
Waste 
Topical Issue No. 4: Strengthening International Cooperation  
Topical Issue No. 5: Strengthening Regulatory Competence 

11 – 15 

April 2016 

 

 

 

Vienna, 

Austria

  

Scientific Secretariat: 
 
Mr Shahid Mallick 
Head, Programme and Policy Unit 
Safety and Security Coordination 
Section 
Department of Nuclear Safety and 
Security 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 25673 
Fax: +43 1 2600 7 
 
Mr Lingquan Guo 
Head, Knowledge Networks Unit 
Safety and Security Coordination 
Section 
Department of Nuclear Safety and 
Security 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26429 
Fax: +43 1 2600 7 
 
Email address of the scientific 
secretariat: RegConf2016@iaea.org 

Notification of 
acceptance of paper: 
16 November 2015 
Electronic submission 
of contributed paper: 
18 January 2016 

International Conference on 
Advancing the Global 

Implementation of 
Decommissioning and 

Environmental Remediation 
Programmes 

 

The conference will share and review challenges, achievements and lessons learned 
related to the decommissioning and environmental remediation programmes that 
have been implemented during the past decade. Key goals will include raising 
awareness of the importance of addressing the legacies from past activities, 
identifying current priority needs and providing recommendations on the strategies 
and approaches that can enable and enhance safe, secure and cost-effective 
implementation of national and international programmes during the next one to 
two decades. 
• National policies and strategies to enable and enhance decommissioning and 
environmental remediation 
• Regulatory framework and standards for decommissioning and environmental 
remediation 
• Decision-making process: societal and stakeholder involvement during the life 
cycle of decommissioning and environmental remediation projects 
• Technical and technological aspects of decommissioning and environmental 
remediation (involving parallel sessions for decommissioning and environmental 
remediation) 
• Project management and supply chain considerations 
• Optimizing waste and materials management in decommissioning and 
environmental remediation 
• International cooperation 

23–27 

May 2016 

 

 

 

Madrid, 

Spain 

Scientific Secretaries:  
Mr Patrick O’Sullivan 
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and 
Waste Technology 
Department of Nuclear Energy 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22660  
Mr Horst Monken-Fernandes 
Division of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and 
Waste Technology 
Department of Nuclear Energy 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 24673  
Mr Vladan Ljubenov 
Division of Radiation, Transport and 
Waste Safety 
Department of Nuclear Safety and 
Security 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22553  
Joint email address: 
Decommissioning-and-
Environmental-Remediation-
2016@iaea.org 

Submission of Form B 
and abstract: 16 
November 2015 
 
Submission of Form 
C: 16 November 
2015 
 
Notification of 
acceptance of 
synopsis: 31 
December 2015  

III.  Conférences  internationales de l’AIEA 
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Conférence Objectif Date Lieu Responsable AIEA 
Date limite 
d’enregistrement 

International Conference on 

Integrated Medical Imaging in 

Cardiovascular Diseases 

(IMIC 2016) 

 

Medical imaging, including molecular nuclear medicine, is extremely important in 
that it offers strategic advantages in both diagnostic and therapeutic decision-
making. It provides invaluable inputs for different stages of CVD management, 
including diagnosis, staging, treatment, prognosis and follow-up. Medical imaging 
includes techniques such as single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), 
positron emission tomography (PET), echocardiography, computed tomography (CT) 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). These techniques represent very useful tools 
to understand the pathology of individual patients in detail and can therefore serve 
to facilitate specifically tailored clinical management. Each imaging modality has its 
advantages and limitations which need to be understood properly by health care 
professionals dealing with CVDs. Given their high usefulness, integrating these 
techniques into the health care systems of Member States can provide an invaluable 
contribution to improving CVD management. Many Member States are already 
actively using, have recently implemented or are planning to acquire the relevant 
medical imaging techniques. 
Capacity building is at the core of IAEA activities, with the ultimate goal in the area of 
human health being to strengthen the human and technical expertise of Member 
States to address health challenges in a sustainable and self-resilient manner. The 
IAEA has been applying many approaches for capacity building in Member States to 
allow them to optimally utilize medical imaging technologies. These approaches 
include training courses, fellowships, expert missions and conferences, to name a 
few. 

10 - 14 

October 

2016 

 

Vienna, 

Austria 

Ms Diana Paez 
Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic 
Imaging Section 
Division of Human Health 
Department of Nuclear Sciences and 
Applications 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21670 
Email: D.Paez@iaea.org 
 
Mr Ravi Kashyap 
Nuclear Medicine and Diagnostic 
Imaging Section 
Division of Human Health 
Department of Nuclear Sciences and 
Applications 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21676 
Email: R.Kashyap@iaea.org 
 
Mr Joao Alberto Osso Junior 
Radioisotope Products and Radiation 
Technology Section 
Division of Physical and Chemical 
Sciences 
Department of Nuclear Sciences and 
Applications 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21748 
Email: J.A.Osso-Junior@iaea.org 

Submission of Form 
B and abstract: 31 
March 2016 
 
Submission of Form 
C: 31 March 2016 
 
Notification of 
acceptance of 
abstracts: mid-May 
2016 

26th IAEA Fusion Energy 
Conference 

 

With a number of next-step fusion devices currently being implemented — such as 
the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) in Cadarache, France, 
and the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in Livermore, United States of America — and 
in view of the concomitant need to demonstrate the technological feasibility of 
fusion power plants as well as the economic viability of this method of energy 
production, the fusion community is now facing new challenges. The way these 
challenges are addressed will dictate research orientations in the present and 
coming decades. 
The scientific scope of FEC 2016 is, therefore, intended to reflect the priorities of this 
new era in fusion energy research. The conference aims to serve as a platform for 
sharing the results of research and development efforts in both national and 
international fusion experiments that have been shaped by these new priorities, and 
to thereby help in pinpointing worldwide advances in fusion theory, experiments, 
technology, engineering, safety and socio-economics. Furthermore, the conference 
will also set these results against the backdrop of the requirements for a net energy 
producing fusion device and a fusion power plant in general, and will thus help in 
defining the way forward. 

17–22 

October 

2016 

Kyoto 

JAPAN 

 
Mr Ralf Kaiser 
Division of Physical and Chemical 
Sciences 
Department of Nuclear Sciences and 
Applications 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21756  
 
Ms Sehila M. González de Vicente 
Division of Physical and Chemical 
Sciences 
Department of Nuclear Sciences and 
Applications 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21753 

14 February and 13 
March 2016.  
Participation Form 
(Form A) 
Form for Submission 
of a Paper (Form B) 
These forms must be 
received by the IAEA 
no later than 1 April 
2016. 
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Third International 
Conference on Nuclear 

Knowledge Management – 
Challenges and Approaches 

 
 

Conference 

ID: 50805  (CN-241) 

Through the presentation and discussion of issues and solutions related to building, 
collecting, transferring, sharing, maintaining, preserving and utilizing knowledge, the 
conference will aim to improve awareness of the importance of knowledge 
management (KM) in the nuclear sector. Member States will have the opportunity to 
strengthen their capabilities in this area by learning from the experiences of other 
Member States and other stakeholders. 
This conference is a follow-up to the first and second international conferences 
organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on nuclear knowledge 
management, held in 2004 in Saclay, France, and in 2007 in Vienna, Austria, 
respectively. It also builds on the outcomes of the IAEA-organized international 
conferences on human resource development held in 2010 in Abu Dhabi, United 
Arab Emirates, and in 2014 in Vienna, Austria 
The conference will consist of both plenary and parallel sessions, blending high-level, 
keynote sessions (which will address strategic and cross-cutting aspects of KM) with 
more practical sessions (which will include experience sharing through case studies 
of practices in, and approaches to, KM systems and techniques). The event will 
feature exhibitions, forums and panels, as well as tutorials and workshops. Computer 
and display technology will be deployed to support interactive poster sessions and 
communication platforms. Access to, and dissemination of, conference materials will 
be facilitated through a conference web page. Hospitality events and evening social 
events are also planned for participants and their partners. 
The scope of the conference will be articulated through thematic tracks, exploring 
both cross-cutting aspects of nuclear KM and elements that are more prominent in, 
and specific to, distinct applications of nuclear power and technology. The planned 
thematic tracks are described below in terms of pertinent topics and interested 
stakeholders. 

7–11 

November 

2016 

 

 

 

Vienna, 

Austria

  

Scientific Secretaries:  
 
Mr John de Grosbois 
Nuclear Knowledge Management 
Section  
Department of Nuclear Energy 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 22883 
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org  
 
Ms Maria Elena Urso 
Nuclear Knowledge Management 
Section  
Department of Nuclear Energy 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26579 
Email: NKM-Conference@iaea.org  
 
Administration and organization: 
Ms Karen Morrison 
Conference Services Section 
Division of Conference and 
Document Services 
Department of Management 
IAEA-CN-241 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21317 
Email: K.Morrison@iaea.org  

Submission of Form B 
and papers: 
28 February 2016 
 
Submission of Form 
C:  
28 February 2016 
 
Notification of 
acceptance of 
papers:  
Mid-May 2016 

International Conference on 

the Safety of Radioactive 

Waste Management  

Conference ID: 50807  (CN-

242) 

- 21-25 

November 

2016 

À 

définir 

- - 
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Conférence Objectif Date Lieu Responsable AIEA 
Date limite 
d’enregistrement 

International Conference on 
Nuclear Security: 

Commitments and Actions 

Conference 

ID: 50809  (CN-244 

Following the successful International Conference on Nuclear Security: Enhancing 
Global Efforts held in Vienna, Austria, in July 2013, the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) is organizing a second conference in this area — the 
International Conference on Nuclear Security: Commitments and Actions — at its 
Headquarters in Vienna, Austria, from 5 to 9 December 2016. The 2013 
conference attracted more than 1300 registered participants from 125 Member 
States, 34 of which were represented at ministerial level, and 21 
intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations. The 2016 conference is 
expected to engender an even greater level of interest. 
The conference is being convened to discuss the national and international 
community’s experiences and achievements to date in strengthening nuclear 
security; to enhance understanding of current approaches to nuclear security 
worldwide; to identify trends; and to provide an inclusive forum at which 
ministers, policymakers, senior officials and nuclear security experts can formulate 
and exchange views on future directions and priorities for nuclear security and 
how these may evolve. 
The conference will be the ideal forum to: 
• Raise awareness of nuclear security; 
• Review the current status of nuclear security efforts and existing 
approaches, emerging trends and areas that may still need to be addressed; 
• Consider the medium and long term objectives and priorities for nuclear 
security and how current approaches may evolve to address these and to meet 
future challenges; 
• Promote universalization of the key international legal instruments for 
nuclear security; 
• Promote international nuclear security guidance and its use by States; 
• Review technological developments in nuclear security; 
• Promote sharing of information and good practices in nuclear security, 
with due regard to the protection of sensitive information; 
• Promote stronger nuclear security culture; 
• Support capacity building to help sustain national nuclear security 
regimes; 
• Encourage diverse participation in such conferences, including increased 
representation of women, early career professionals and individuals from 
developing countries; and 
• Reaffirm and support the central role of the IAEA in strengthening the 
nuclear security framework globally and leading the coordination of international 
activities in the field of nuclear security, whilst avoiding duplication and overlap. 

5-9 

December 

2016 

 

Vienna, 

Austria

   

Mr Khammar Mrabit 
Director 
Division of Nuclear Security 
Department of Nuclear Safety and 
Security 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 26630 
 
Ms Rhonda Evans 
Senior Nuclear Security Officer 
Office of the Director 
Division of Nuclear Security 
Department of Nuclear Safety and 
Security 
Tel.: +43 1 2600 21837 
 
Email address of the Scientific 
Secretariat: 
NuclearSecurity2016@iaea.org  

Electronic submission 
of synopsis, including 
submission of Forms 
A and B, through 
official channels:  
13 May 2016 
 
Submission of Grant 
Application Form 
(Form C) and 
Participation Form 
(Form A) through 
official channels:  
13 May 2016 
 
Notification of 
acceptance of paper: 
29 July 2016 
 
Electronic submission 
of full paper (10 
pages max.):  
31 October 2016 

 : Pour les inscriptions à ces conférences internationales, consulter les liens dédiés (dans la première colonne). Pour plus d’annonces de conférences, consulter le site de l’AIEA au lien 
suivant : http://www-pub.iaea.org/iaeameetings/. 
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Position Département Division Section/groupe Grade Durée du contrat Lieu 

Senior Physical and Technical Security 
Specialist 

Management (MT) O/DDG-MT  P4 18 mois VIC 

Application Security Engineer Management (MT) MTIT Business Solutions Section (BSS) P3 1 à 2 ans VIC 

IT Systems Engineer Management (MT) MTIT Infrastructure Services Section (ISS) P3 1 à 2 ans VIC 

Senior Nuclear Engineer Nuclear Energy (NE) NENP Groupe des Infrastructures intégrées (INIG) 
P4 or 
P5 

3 ans VIC 

Nuclear Engineer Nuclear Energy (NE) NENP Projet international INPRO 
P4 or 
P5 

3 ans VIC 

Environmental Remediation Specialist Nuclear Energy (NE) NEFW Waste and Technology Section (WTS)   VIC 

Energy Analyst Nuclear Energy (NE) O/DDG-NE    VIC 

Knowledge Management Specialist Nuclear Energy (NE) O/DDG-NE Nuclear Knowledge Management Section (NKM) P4 
1 an (extension 
possible) 

VIC 

Senior Safety Officer Nuclear security and safety (NS) NSNI Regulatory Activities Section (RAS) P5  VIC 

Senior Safety Officer Nuclear security and safety (NS) NSNI Safety Assessment Section (SAS) P5  VIC 

Senior Safety Officer Nuclear security and safety (NS) NSNI Research Reactor Safety Section (RRSS) P5  VIC 

Safety Officer Nuclear security and safety (NS) NSNI International Seismic Safety Center (ISSC) P4  VIC 

Radition Safety Specialist Nuclear security and safety (NS) NSRW Radiation Safety and Monitoring Section (RSM) P4  VIC 

Radition Safety Specialist Nuclear security and safety (NS) NSRW 
Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport Safety 
Section (RIT) 

P4  VIC 

 

  

IV.  Besoins prévisionnels d’experts à titre gracieux (Cost Free Experts) à l’AIEA ( 2013 – 2015) 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite de 
candidature 

TAL-NS20160217-
001 

Training Exercises 
Consultant – Incident 

and Emergency 
Centre -  

The consultant will provide input into the preparation, conduct and 
evaluation of training exercises with Member States, which are run 
under the Convention on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident 
and Convention on Assistance in the Case of a Nuclear Accident or 
Radiological Emergency (ConvEx exercises), to include provision of 
technical inputs into scenarios; development of exercise manuals 
and guides, assessment checklists, and associated materials;  
evaluation of exercises and preparation of exercise reports. The 
consultant will also provide support in the preparation, conduct and 
evaluation of exercises within the IAEA's Incident and Emergency 
System. 
Functions / Key Results Expected 

 Develop exercise specifications, including objectives, scope 
and constraints; exercise scenarios and exercise data for 
ConvEx exercises. 

 Develop guides for players, guides for controllers and 
evaluators and associated materials for the ConvEx 
exercises. 

 Develop exercise reports after the conduct of ConvEx 
exercises. 

 Develop inputs into the exercises within the IAEA's Incident 
and Emergency System. 

Department of Nuclear 
Safety and Security (NS) 
Incident and Emergency 

Centre (IEC) 

- 

Duration in 
Months: 6 

Contract Type: 
Special Service 
Agreement - 

SSA 

Closing Date: 
2016-03-16, 
11:59:00 PM 

 

 

 
  

V. Offres de consultances à l’AIEA 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=TAL-NS20160217-001
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=TAL-NS20160217-001
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0169 
(141882) 

Finance Assistant 
(Contributions) 

 Assess, collect and account for assessed, voluntary and other contributions. 

 Monitor, reconcile and report revenue and accounts receivable from assessed, 
voluntary and other contributions. This includes setting up of extrabudgetary awards, 
recording revenue and receivables in line with IPSAS 23, and communicating daily with 
the budget staff within MTBF and technical departments on cash received and 
activating awards. 

 Provide standard financial and statistical data on contributions to Member States' 
representatives, other donors and internal and external counterparts on the status of 
contributions, soliciting of pledges or any other information related to contributions. 

 Provide necessary financial data on contributions needed for preparation and issuance 
of quarterly and annual contributions reports to the Board of Governors and the 
General Conference. 

 Draft standard communication on contributions matters, such as invoices, reminders on 
outstanding receivables, official receipts, and provide necessary input to drafts, 
revisions and updates of contributions' acceptance documentation and procedure 
manuals on contributions, and provide input to process improvements. 

 Interpret existing financial policies related to contributions and provide advice to 
internal and external counterparts. 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Division of 
Budget and 

Finance 
Finance and 
Accounting 

Section 

G5 Duration in 
Months: 24 
Temporary 
Assistance - 
Regular  

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-23, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0170 
(007746) 

Director (NSNS)  Lead the Division of Nuclear Security, providing direction and guidance to staff, and 
establishing and monitoring standards of excellence in performance.  

 Direct the development of and coordinate the assistance provided for the nuclear 
security programme in line with the expressed needs and priorities of Member States 
and the results based approach.  

 Lead the IAEA's activities related to supporting and further strengthening nuclear 
security in the assigned areas, e.g. through providing for the development of nuclear 
security guidance documents and for their application in States with a view to 
establishing a harmonized approach to nuclear security at the international level, and 
promote the interaction between safety and security.  

 Promote peer reviews and advisory services in an integrated and harmonized manner.  

 Promote capacity building, including education and training in nuclear security.  

 Coordinate and guide programme monitoring and assessment, ensuring that outcomes 
are fully in line with stated programme objectives. 

 Represent the IAEA and its professional standing at international conferences and 
forums and liaise with senior level representatives in relevant institutions and other 
international organizations to gain awareness of emerging trends.  

 Strengthen IAEA cooperation with other international organizations, initiatives and 
professional associations through synergetic activities.  

 Lead the contribution of the Division to the implementation of the Departmental 
capacity-building strategy and policies for safety and security activities.  

Department of 
Nuclear Safety 
and Security 
(NS) 
Division of 
Nuclear Security 
(NSNS) 

D1/D2 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
04-15, 
10:59:00 
PM 
 

VI. Postes vacants à l’AIEA 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0169%20(141882)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0169%20(141882)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0170%20(007746)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0170%20(007746)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2015/0460 
(010955) 

Executive Assistant 
Réouverture de poste 

Correspondence and Records Management 

 Receive, review and screen all incoming correspondence and documents, perform 
preliminary checks for accuracy and completeness, and ensure that correspondence is 
routed to the appropriate officer or area for action and/or information, retaining items 
which require the Director's attention, attaching necessary information as needed and 
maintaining a follow-up system. 

 Prepare correspondence and reports for the Director. Draft and prepare standard and 
non-standard correspondence (emails, letters, memoranda) on own initiative and 
complete final drafts with a minimum of supervision according to corporate 
communication guidelines. 

 Ensure the Director's records are maintained, stored and accessible according to 
corporate standards. As the Records Office Coordinator (ROC), assign and coordinate 
Records Office responsibilities, identify and recommend to ARMS (Archives and Records 
Management Section) process improvements relating to correspondence and records 
management, liaise with ARMS staff on records management issues, provide 
information to colleagues on records management standards and practices, facilitate 
electronic and paper file transfers and retrievals, and monitor records management exit 
procedures. 

 Identify and recommend related process improvements, utilizing central services and 
technology.  

Meetings and logistics 

 Coordinate activities and travel — provide logistical support for the Director's activities, 
such as making travel arrangements, scheduling appointments and meetings and 
assembling background material required for the above activities. 

 Arrange official receptions given by the Director.  
Administrative activities 

 Coordinate and follow up on administrative assignments and maintain deadlines. 

 Establish and maintain office support functions, such as ensuring office coverage. 
Coordinate services with other assistants in the Office, and within the Department. 

 As required, act as the backup for the Administrative Officer in reviewing and approving 
travel documents. 

Department of 
Technical 

Cooperation 
(TC) 

Division of 
Programme 

Support and 
Coordination 

Division of the 
Programme of 

Action for 
Cancer 
Therapy 
(PACT) 

G5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-07, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

003548 Head of the Geneva Office - 
(Head-Geneva Office) 

The Head of Office is: the representative of the IAEA at the United Nations, its related bodies and 
various committees in accordance with instructions from IAEA Headquarters; a liaison, serving as a 
communication channel between the IAEA and the United Nations, Permanent Missions to the 
United Nations, the representatives of the specialized agencies, and other intergovernmental and 
non-governmental organizations at the United Nations. 

Director 
General's Office 
for 
Coordination 
(DGOC) 
Liaison Office in 

Geneva 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-24, 
11:59:00 
PM 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0460%20(010955)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0460%20(010955)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=Head-Geneva%20Office
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0151 
(127670) 

Reference Materials Technician 
(Sales) 

 Act as a focal point for all queries from external customers worldwide ordering IAEA 
reference materials on a daily basis; issue quotations for reference material orders, 
prepare documents needed for customs clearance, provide guidance to customers on 
the ordering and sales process; act as alternate for processing orders and shipment of 
parcels in compliance with the procedures of the established quality system. 

 Handle enquiries from customers with general questions on reference products and the 
ordering process, and coordinate with responsible technical staff on detailed technical 
questions to ensure proper and timely responses. 

 Prepare sample shipments to laboratories participating in TEL proficiency tests, and, in 
coordination with the Reference Materials Specialist, assist in the preparation and 
bottling of suitable proficiency test samples. 

 Organize the annual internal IAEA reference material inventory check in close 
cooperation with the Section Head, compile statistical information on reference 
material sales and proficiency tests for reports and lectures, and prepare the draft 
version of the related annual reference material report on annual sales and inventory. 

 Serve as alternate for updating the TEL database on reference materials by compiling 
statistics and entering information on new reference materials, update other 
information and ensure its functionality for the handling of reference material orders. 

 Prepare, process and handle new reference materials at TEL, especially manual tasks 
like grinding, sieving bottling and labelling. 

Department of 
Nuclear 

Sciences and 
Applications 
Terrestrial 

Environment 

Laboratory 
(TEL) 

G4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regula 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-25, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

(2016/0156 
(017545) 

Benefits and Entitlements 
Assistant  

 Administer, in accordance with the Staff Regulations and Rules, the full range of 
benefits and entitlements of staff of Departments assigned to the incumbent. These 
include: dependency allowance, education grant, home leave, all types of maternity and 
special leave, rental subsidy, change in family/dependency status and related actions, 
travel and freight entitlements, as applicable, compensation claims, separation benefits, 
etc. 

 Assist the Unit Head in the administration of duties and obligations of staff (i.e. matters 
concerning ethics financial statements) and termination actions. 

 Analyse complex questions regarding eligibility for benefits and entitlements within 
applicable conditions of employment and provide staff members with information and 
advice on these benefits and on the procedures to be followed for the submission of 
claims. 

 Initiate all administrative actions and clearance formalities on separation of staff 
including resignations, terminations, retirement, or death. Process the resulting 
entitlements in accordance with the relevant Staff Regulations and Rules. 

 Brief staff members on the IAEA's social security policies, procedures and insurance 
options available. Provide advice on the features of the different insurance plans and 
the UNJSPF, as well as on the cost of participation in those plans. 

 Report all enrolments, changes, terminations and all other actions to the UNJSPF, the 
relevant Austrian authorities, as well as to the underwriters of the IAEA's insurance 
plans. 

 Analyse complex questions raised by staff members in connection with social security 
issues and draft correspondence for the supervisor in connection with questions 
referring to the Staff Rules and precedent cases. 

 Review requests for exemption from participation in the UNJSPF and/or the IAEA's 
health insurance plans and take appropriate action.  

NOTE: The incumbent may be required to work in all or part of the areas mentioned above. 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Division of 

Human 
Resources 

Staff 
Administration 

Section 

G6 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-24, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0151%20(127670)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0151%20(127670)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0156%20(017545)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0156%20(017545)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0143 
(001953) 

Administrative Assistant  Finance: 

 Brief managers on programme and budget and use of the IAEA's financial system; 
compile, draft and consolidate information relevant to programme and budget planning 
and performance assessments; prepare costing, participate in discussions and finalize 
inputs for approval and submission to the Office of the DDG. 

 Prepare financial reports as required and review actual expenditures against budgets to 
ensure that information on the systems tallies, making corrections when necessary. 
Keep track of financial expenditures and initiate funds transfers, as required, using the 
IAEA's financial systems, providing advice to Section Heads and Director on possible use 
of funds or changes that could be made. 

 As designated, act as Alternate Certifying Officer. 
Human Resources: 

 Brief managers and staff on HR procedures and processes, initiate and keep track of 
actions and ensure that correct procedures and deadlines are followed in the following 
areas: post management, job descriptions, recruitment, performance reviews, mobility 
programme, training, administrative entitlements, extensions, temporary assistance 
and consultancy services, etc. 

 Review new or changed administrative guidelines and disseminate to concerned staff. 
Monitor the staffing situation of the Division, advise on possible staff movements within 
the Division; compile statistical information and reports. As required, prescreen 
applicants, draft interview questions, tests and reports, participate in panel interviews 
and process recommendations for appointment. With input from management, draft 
justifications for promotion and merit promotion/award reviews upon request. 

Administrative/Logistical: 

 Brief managers and staff on administrative matters and procedures; coordinate 
required administrative assignments in the Division including observation of deadlines 
and provide relevant divisional and in-house liaison by person-to-person contact or 
correspondence; review/issue (as required) requests for procurement of goods and 
services, ensure fund availability and use of appropriate budget codes. 

 Coordinate and review the quarterly travel plan; review travel authorizations ensuring 
proper procedures are followed including fund allocation prior to approval of Director; 
coordinate office space usage. 

 Provide guidance, instruction, and support to other General Service staff throughout the 
Division. 

 Work as a team member, providing assistance and/or backup to other administrative or 
office support staff. 

 Participate in special divisional projects, contributing to the development, 
implementation or enhancement of activities. 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Division of 
General 
Services 

G6 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-24, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0143%20(001953)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0143%20(001953)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2015/0306 
(005005) 

Research Scientist 
(biogeochemistry)(Radioecology 
Lab) 
Réouverture de poste 

 Support the Section Head in planning and implementing the programme in the specific 
area of carbon cycling, coastal processes and environmental changes, and the 
biomonitoring of contaminants.  

 Develop, plan and execute research on the ocean carbon cycle, carbon export and 
vertical flux processes using classical and isotopic techniques  

 Plan and organize field and laboratory activities to monitor and assess the carbon 
cycling in the oceans and the flux of contaminants and biomarkers associated to 
particles  

 Develop and expand the use of natural radionuclides as a tool to study the 
sequestration of carbon by the oceans  

 Prepare and write scientific reports and publications on the biogeochemical cycle of 
carbon and the export of carbon as well as of inorganic and organic elements in the 
ocean; represent the IAEA-EL in meetings and at conferences  

 Supervise, instruct and guide consultants, research assistants, technical assistants and 
trainees in the Laboratory and on research cruises  

 Provide scientific and technical support to Technical Co-operation Projects, in particular 
to regional and inter-regional projects aiming to harmonize methodologies and 
strategies in the area of marine environmental studies using nuclear and associated 
techniques.  

 Provide support to the network of marine laboratories. 

IAEA 
Environment 
Laboratories 
Radioecology 
Laboratory' 

(Monaco) 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-10, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0136 
(110676) 

Strategy and Planning Officer • Facilitates the planning, development and implementation of special NA projects and initiatives; 
ensures transparency and that strategy, planning and resource mobilization activities are in line 
with overall IAEA strategies, policies and objectives; reviews and contributes to the development of 
resource plans; and monitors project timelines and implementation for consistency with project 
plans and objectives for internal and external reporting. 
• Develops, enhances and facilitates strategies for building partnerships, including with non-
traditional donors, and develops or coordinates the development of resource mobilization 
products to ensure that necessary resources are available for special projects and initiatives. 
• Leads and coordinates the development of strategic communication approaches and products 
(technical briefings, workshops, Member State events, …) for ReNuAL and related initiatives. 
• Liaises with internal stakeholders as well as groups of Member States and other partners to 
develop best approaches and specific activities to enhance the mobilization of support and 
resources (e.g., the Friends of ReNuAL). 
• Prepares and reviews internal and external planning documents and progress reports, as well as 
donor reports, and ensures that all IAEA as well as donor-specific requirements are met. 

Department of 
Nuclear 

Sciences and 
Applications 

 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 24 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Extrabudgetary 
 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-14, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0306%20(005005)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0306%20(005005)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0136%20(110676)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0136%20(110676)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0159 
(007177) 

Team Assistant  Correspondence and Records Management 

 Draft standard correspondence according to corporate communication guidelines. 
Format letters, reports, technical documents, manuscripts, newsletters and other 
material in accordance with standard operating procedures. On the basis of general 
instructions, search office files and records and select information for use by the 
supervisor(s) in preparing correspondence, reports, project or programme plans. 

 Prepare graphs, charts and other visual aids for use by the supervisor(s) or experts in 
seminars, meetings, workshops and presentations. May prepare and format documents 
for Internet publication. 

 Responsible for the work unit's Records Office in terms of: maintaining file lists, finding 
aids, paper and electronic files according to corporate standards, liaising with ARMS 
(Archives and Records Management Section) staff on records management issues, 
providing information to colleagues on records management standards and practices, 
facilitating paper file transfers and retrievals, and ensuring the proper handling of 
records of separating staff members. 

 Meetings and logistics 

 Make arrangements for internal/external meetings, seminars and other events. This 
may require such activities as the implementation of logistics, preparation of invitation 
letters and the typing, compilation and distribution of working documents and other 
material. Take and prepare minutes and/or notes of internal meetings. 

 Make travel and hotel arrangements, prepare travel authorizations/claims for the 
supervisor(s) and/or participants and compile, calculate and prepare cost estimates.  

Administrative activities 

 Input, retrieve and assemble information into/from databases using commercial or IAEA 
specific software applications. 

 May calculate and prepare standard limited components of the programme and budget 
(e.g. printing requirements, consultancies) and the financial plan for the Unit/Section 
and may keep track of the financial budget/expenditure of the Unit/Section. 

 Update and maintain information databases, such as mailing lists, document tracking 
systems and management reporting systems on the status and completion of work 
plans. 

 On behalf of the supervisor, may distribute work among the other support staff of the 
Section, explaining work methods, assisting with routine problems and checking work in 
progress to ensure compliance with administrative rules and regulations. 

 Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices. 
  

Department of 
Safeguards 
Division of 

Concepts and 
Planning 

Section for 
Strategic 

Planning and 
External 

Coordination 

G4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-22, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0159%20(007177)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0159%20(007177)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0155 
(020019) 

Programme Officer (NE)  • Under the guidance of the Programme Coordinator, contribute to and help coordinate across the 
Department, programme planning and formulation, performance monitoring, programme 
assessment, evaluation and reporting, ensuring programme integrity through translation of the 
strategic directions of the Medium Term Strategy and other documents into programme 
narratives, outputs, activities and resource allocations, and also ensuring coherence and 
homogeneity of the Major Programme 1 programmes/projects. Ensure consistency and coordinate 
between programme elements, including interdepartmental cross-cutting programmes and 
projects.  
• Track, analyse and follow the delivery of programme outputs to ensure the inclusion of all 
programme elements in changing programme structures.  
• Analyse overall programme delivery and collect data to facilitate not only programme 
assessment but also reporting on outputs and the achievement of outcomes, assessing 
performance using performance indicators.  
• Draft status reports and position papers and provide input to the drafting and preparation of 
documents for the Policy-Making Organs.  
• Represent the Department of Nuclear Energy and provide advice and input on its specific 
requirements to interdepartmental groups and bodies with respect to programme requirements, 
information systems for programme support and other related activities.  
• Act as back-up to the Administrative Officer. 

Department of 
Nuclear Energy 

 

P3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
04-07, 
10:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0142 
(127641) 

Section Head (Accounts 
Payable) 

 Provide direction for, lead and manage the accounts payable function, to ensure the 
accurate, timely and efficient processing of all financial transactions. 

 Develop, implement, communicate and monitor implementation of related financial 
policies, procedures, guidelines and standards, as well as the related information 
systems to strengthen the internal control environment. 

 Ensure compliance with financial regulations and rules. 

 Lead and develop an innovative and effective team of Unit Heads and staff, and 
efficiently and effectively manage related resources. 

 Support change initiatives, promote quality management and foster innovative 
solutions. 

 Provide advice and reporting on payments and other financial matters to management. 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Division of 
Budget and 

Finance 
Accounts 
Payable 
Section 

P5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-20, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0138 
(137702) 

Unit Head (Accounts Payable)  Lead and manage the assigned accounts payable segment and Unit staff to ensure the 
accurate, timely and proper recording of all financial transactions in accordance with 
Agency rules and procedures. 

 Act as payment authorization officer for payments within the delegated monetary 
limits. 

 Coordinate the monitoring and reporting of the assigned accounts payable segment key 
performance indicators and review accounting records/financial exception reports to 
ensure data integrity. 

 Lead less complex change initiatives and participate in complex change initiatives, 
effectiveness and quality reviews by recommending, developing and implementing 
innovative solutions affecting the Section/Division. 

 Ensure that adequate internal controls related to financial transactions processing are in 
place. 

 Review the periodic and year-end closure tasks assigned to the Unit/Section and other 
work needed in the preparation of year-end financial statements. 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Division of 
Budget and 

Finance 
Accounts 
Payable 
Section 

P3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-20, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0155%20(020019)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0155%20(020019)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0142%20(127641)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0142%20(127641)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0138%20(137702)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0138%20(137702)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0154 
(012650) 

Senior Inspector for State Level 
Coordination 

 • Take the lead in providing technical advice regarding safeguards conclusions for a 
State. These conclusions are one of the main products of safeguards implementation 
and an area of significant interest to the IAEA's Member States.  

 • Participate in negotiation and other meetings with State authorities or representatives 
and represent the Section/Division in Departmental meetings, working groups and 
other assignments as required.  

 • Provide proposals for verification activities and the development of State level 
safeguards approaches.  

 • Utilize the human and other resources of the Section to accomplish those objectives in 
consultation with the Section Head. 

 • Supervise human resources in the Section with regard to the processes for which 
he/she is responsible in a matrix management structure. 

Department of 
Safeguards (SG) 

 

P5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-21, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0130 
(018565) 

Laboratory Head (Marine 
Environmental Studies Lab) 

 Plan, coordinate, monitor and supervise the implementation of activities of the 
Laboratory in accordance with Member States' needs: ensure innovative policies and 
strategies, quality management standards and a results based approach are part of 
overall management of the Laboratory.  

 Propose and develop new initiatives with IOC, EU, World Bank, GEF focused on 
emergent contaminants affecting Member States.  

 Liaise with and respond to the priorities of Member States and International 
Organizations requiring expertise and assistance in marine environmental pollution.  

 Cooperate with the other Laboratory Sections in the integration of nuclear and isotopic 
techniques for marine pollution.  

 Contribute and evolve UNEP's Regional Seas projects with updated Reference Methods 
and Materials for Marine Pollution Studies.  

 Continue development of related technical support programmes including AQCS, 
equipping, training and pilot monitoring studies, together with interagency partners.  

 Secure the necessary extrabudgetary funds from these agencies in order to cover the 
costs of these collaborative projects.  

 Publish reports, manuals and scientific papers associated with the above activities, and 
to represent the IAEA and the Inter-Agency programme on Marine Pollution at 
International meetings. 

Department of 
Nuclear 

Sciences and 
Applications 

IAEA 
Environment 
Laboratories 

Monaco 

P5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract 
Type: Fixed 
Term - Regular 
  
 

Closing 
Date 
: 2016-04-
23, 
10:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0172 
(018508) 

Nuclear Engineer  The Nuclear Engineer plays several key roles in the team: (1) as an information officer, planning, 
developing and implementing activities aimed at helping Member States in their long-range 
planning of nuclear energy and R&D programmes using innovative nuclear technology or 
innovative institutional approaches; (2) as a scientific secretary, planning and leading meetings; (3) 
an analyst, preparing background information and research related to technical and review 
missions, and; (4) a technical and project officer, supporting technical cooperation (TC) projects. 

Department of 
Nuclear Energy 

(NE) 
Division of 

Nuclear Power 
Nuclear 

Infrastructure 
Development 

Section 

P3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
04-16, 
10:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0154%20(012650)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0154%20(012650)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0130%20(018565)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0130%20(018565)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0172%20(018508)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0172%20(018508)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0108 
(127685) 

Senior Safeguards Analyst 
(Statistical Data) 

The Senior Analyst is: (1) a specialist, who provides expert advice on the most effective and 
efficient environmental sampling and statistical data evaluation, on information processing and on 
information management relevant to safeguards processes; (2) an expert analyst, who supervises 
environmental sampling evaluations as well as the implementation of the analytical methods 
necessary to meet the Agency’s safeguards objectives, reviews the related concepts and 
approaches, and draws conclusions on verification data evaluations, according to the highest 
standard of quality; (3) a technical adviser to the Team Leaders, the Section Head and the 
Divisional Director on information management, as well as analytical methods and measurement 
techniques used for safeguards verification; and (4) a mentor who provides guidance and training 
to the Section’s staff. 

Department of 
Safeguards 
Division of 

Information 
Management 

P5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
04-03, 
10:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0111 
(017664) 

Unattended Monitoring 
Systems Technician 

 Assemble, test and calibrate different types of Unattended Measurement Systems at 
Headquarters. 

 Install, test and maintain/repair UMS at nuclear facilities worldwide. The incumbent 
shall be able to connect systems for remote monitoring implementation. 

 Perform acceptance and burn-in tests on components prior to deployment in nuclear 
facilities. 

 Contribute to the logistics of the Laboratory: management of spare parts, procurement, 
packing/shipping, inventory control, write-off equipment, database update. 

 Keep accurate records on all systems under his/her responsibility. 

 Issue technical reports and complete administrative duties. 

 Provide direct technical support to professional staff in the Unit and to the Operations 
Divisions at the IAEA Headquarters or in the field, as required. 

NOTE: The incumbent may perform his/her work in areas involving exposure to radioactive 
materials. Therefore, as an Occupationally Exposed Worker, he/she must be medically cleared by 
VIC Medical Service and is subject to an appropriate radiation and health monitoring programme, 
in accordance with the IAEA's Radiation Safety Regulations. 

Department of 
Safeguards 
Division of 

Technical and 
Scientific 

Services (SGTS) 
Unattended 

Systems Section 

G6 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-16, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0133 
(012375) 

Pre-Press Technician  Receiving electronic files from customers and checking them for completeness and 
potential printing related problems. 

 Adding missing components or correcting problematic ones in close communication 
with the originators of the files to clarify, among other, issues related to format, format 
marks, missing images, colour definitions, font conflicts, margins, page bleeds, spine 
thickness, bindery specifications etc. 

 Preparing printable files according to the specific requirements of the equipment to be 
used for printing, following the instructions in the work order. 

 Scanning pictures, text or graphs to prepare digital image files with correct resolution 
and colour spaces needed for the required production process (offset, digital, silk 
screen, large format, CD, etc.). 

 Preparing and/or replicating CD-ROMs, DVDs, USBs and large format posters and 
banners. 

 Recording the pre-press work done in the production workflow management system 
used in the Publishing Section (DocTrack). 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Publishing 
Section 

G5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-18, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0108%20(127685)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0108%20(127685)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0111%20(017664)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0111%20(017664)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0133%20(012375)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0133%20(012375)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0148 
(002686) 

Waste Safety Specialist • Facilitate the development of international safety standards on the safe management of 
radioactive waste and spent fuel to form the basis of international activities in this area.  
• Provide technical support for the application of international safety standards through national 
and regional technical cooperation projects or other networks, in close coordination with the 
responsible programme management officers in the Department of Technical Cooperation. 
• Coordinate international projects on the evaluation and demonstration of safety during the 
management and disposal of radioactive waste.  
• Provide technical knowledge instrumental to the completion of, and/or lead, international 
advisory and appraisal missions to Member States to determine the level of safety in the 
management of radioactive waste and spent fuel, and provide authoritative information, advice 
and guidance on the subject to national counterparts.  
• Communicate the results of Member State and IAEA activities to a wider audience, including 
other Member States, through the preparation of papers, articles and documents for publication 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety 

and Security 
(NS) 

Division of 
Radiation, 

Transport and 
Waste Safety 
Radioactive 
Waste and 
Spent Fuel 

Management 
Unit 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
04-02, 
10:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0061 
(007508) 

Equipment Information 
Assistant 

 Receive, quality control and file electronically the Equipment Performance Forms. 

 Receive, quality control and file the SGTS Technical Travel Reports (TTR) in SG Portal. 

 Maintain status of the TTR. 

 Enter equipment inventory and configuration data from TTRs to EQUIS. Quality control 
and liaise with Technicians, Performance Monitoring Engineer and Asset Management 
Office to correct obvious errors and omissions. 

 Update the System Status database to reflect the status of the reported configuration. 

 As a collective task with SG Asset Management Office receive, quality control, and file 
the Equipment Working Papers (EWP) submitted by the Operations Divisions. 

 Liaise with Inspectors to correct obvious errors and omissions in the EWPs. 

 Enter information from the EWPs into EQUIS. 

 Provide EWP submission status to Operations Divisions. 

 Collect battery usage data and maintain records in Battery Database in the absence of 
Performance Monitoring Technician. 

 Maintain records in System Status Database up to date by using available data sources 
including Roogle and AIIS. 

Department of 
Safeguards 
Division of 

Technical and 
Scientific 

Services (SGTS) 
Section for 
Verification 

Logistics (TVL) 

G5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-14, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0132 
(080486) 

Technical Programme Manager • Supervise and finalize ongoing EBP projects within the requested schedule. 
• Organize and lead the implementation of planned EBP projects. 
• Plan, coordinate and prepare the already anticipated EBP projects.  
• Provide managerial and technical leadership to the project team. 
• Prepare detailed work plans, schedules and cost estimates.  
• Monitor programme progress, ensure correct financial implementation and assesses results. 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety 

and Security 
(NS) 

Division of 
Nuclear 

Installation 
Safety (NSNI)  

Safety 
Assessment 

Section (SAS)  

P5 Duration in 
Months: 12 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Extrabudgetar 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-04, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0148%20(002686)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0148%20(002686)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0061%20(007508)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0061%20(007508)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0132%20(080486)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0132%20(080486)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0134 
(004749) 

Team Assistant  Correspondence and Records Management 

 Draft standard correspondence according to corporate communication guidelines. 
Format letters, reports, technical documents, manuscripts, newsletters and other 
material in accordance with standard operating procedures. On the basis of general 
instructions, search office files and records and select information for use by the 
supervisor(s) in preparing correspondence, reports, project or programme plans. 

 Prepare graphs, charts and other visual aids for use by the supervisor(s) or experts in 
seminars, meetings, workshops and presentations. May prepare and format documents 
for Internet publication. 

 Responsible for the work unit's Records Office in terms of: maintaining file lists, finding 
aids, paper and electronic files according to corporate standards, liaising with ARMS 
(Archives and Records Management Section) staff on records management issues, 
providing information to colleagues on records management standards and practices, 
facilitating paper file transfers and retrievals, and ensuring the proper handling of 
records of separating staff members. 

Meetings and logistics 

 Make arrangements for internal/external meetings, seminars and other events. This 
may require such activities as the implementation of logistics, preparation of invitation 
letters and the typing, compilation and distribution of working documents and other 
material. Take and prepare minutes and/or notes of internal meetings. 

 Make travel and hotel arrangements, prepare travel authorizations/claims for the 
supervisor(s) and/or participants and compile, calculate and prepare cost estimates. 

Administrative activities 

 Input, retrieve and assemble information into/from databases using commercial or IAEA 
specific software applications. 

 May calculate and prepare standard limited components of the programme and budget 
(e.g. printing requirements, consultancies) and the financial plan for the Unit/Section 
and may keep track of the financial budget/expenditure of the Unit/Section. 

 Update and maintain information databases, such as mailing lists, document tracking 
systems and management reporting systems on the status and completion of work 
plans. 

 On behalf of the supervisor, may distribute work among the other support staff of the 
Section, explaining work methods, assisting with routine problems and checking work in 
progress to ensure compliance with administrative rules and regulations. 

 Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices. 
 

Department of 
Nuclear 

Sciences and 
Applications 
Division of 

Human Health 
Applied 

Radiation 
Biology and 

Radiotherapy 
Section 

G4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract 
Type: Fixed 
Term - Regular 
 

Closing 
Date 
: 2016-03-
10, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0134%20(004749)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0134%20(004749)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0140 
(137696) 

Digital Preservation Assistant  Scan nuclear related non-conventional literature (NCL), create or adapt metadata, and 
upload the documents to the INIS Repository. 

 Perform optical character recognition (OCR) of scanned images using available OCR 
engine and check the quality of the text recognized. 

 Digitalize INIS NCL according to operational plans and schedules, taking into 
consideration requirements of the INIS Repository production environment and long-
term preservation. 

 Scan legacy INIS records on microfiches, enhance images using IAEA accepted industry 
grade imaging software. 

 Perform quality control of scanned images for legibility, skewness, and overall 
compatibility with requirements for inclusion in the INIS Repository and archival access. 

 Perform quality control of non-conventional PDFs by verifying page rendering, font 
encoding, and web optimization. 

 Maintain statistical reports on actions performed. 

Department of 
Nuclear Energy 

(NE) 
Division of 

Energy Planning 
and Nuclear 

Information and 
Knowledge 
Nuclear 

Information 
Section (NIS) 

G4 Duration in 
Months: 12 
Contract Type: 
Temporary 
Assistance - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-03, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0135 
(127807) 

Nuclear Security Officer (INSSP) • Assess and interpret nuclear security information in order to contribute to the development of 
INSSPs addressing Member States' needs and coordinate and integrate assistance provided by 
other organizations in order to ensure cost-effective use of the Nuclear Security Fund (NSF). 
Subsequently, provide substantive input to the Nuclear Security Information Management System 
(NUSIMS) and maintain Divisional Country Profiles. 
• Serve as a focal point - both in-house and with Member States - for the coordination of all 
activities related to the INSSP of Member States within assigned portfolio of States. 
• Maintain the Member States needs’ database accurate and up-to-date. 
• Coordinate with the Division’s implementing sections in order to facilitate the structured 
planning of future support activities based on needs identified and assist in the development of 
sections’ annual work plans. 
• Follow-up on and track INSSPs’ implementation in close collaborative relationships with technical 
officers of the Division, other relevant IAEA Departments and Offices as well as Member States 
institutions and other nuclear security related UN organizations. 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety 

and Security 
(NS) 

Division of 
Nuclear Security 

(NSNS) 
Information 
Management 

Section  

P3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-26, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0137 
(004950) 

Unit Head (Nuclear Data 
Services Unit) 

• Oversee and manage the staff and activities of the Nuclear Data Services Unit and support the 
Section Head in planning and monitoring the programme and budget.  
• Plan, develop and implement the IAEA's programme in the development of appropriate nuclear 
databases for a wide range of applications and research.  
• Identify the critical needs for improved numerical nuclear physics data in nuclear technology 
applications.  
• Promote, coordinate and evaluate complex CRPs, and conduct related complex studies. Develop 
international recommendations on the development and derivation of nuclear databases with a 
view to addressing the specific needs of Member States, planning and leading complex Technical 
Meetings.  
• Plan, organize and conduct training for complex technical topics.  
• Provide authoritative guidance and technical input to the preparation of reports by staff. 

Department of 
Nuclear 

Sciences and 
Applications 
Division of 

Physical and 
Chemical 
Sciences 

Nuclear Data 
Section (NDS) 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regula 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-26, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0140%20(137696)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0140%20(137696)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0135%20(127807)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0135%20(127807)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0137%20(004950)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0137%20(004950)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0115 
(013062)) 

Team Assistant  Draft standard correspondence according to corporate communication guidelines. 
Format letters, reports, technical documents, manuscripts, newsletters and other 
material in accordance with standard operating procedures. On the basis of general 
instructions, search office files and records and select information for use by the 
supervisor(s) in preparing correspondence, reports, project or programme plans. 

 Prepare graphs, charts and other visual aids for use by the supervisor(s) or experts in 
seminars, meetings, workshops and presentations. May prepare and format documents 
for Internet publication. 

 Responsible for the work unit's Records Office in terms of: maintaining file lists, finding 
aids, paper and electronic files according to corporate standards, liaising with ARMS 
(Archives and Records Management Section) staff on records management issues, 
providing information to colleagues on records management standards and practices, 
facilitating paper file transfers and retrievals, and ensuring the proper handling of 
records of separating staff members. 

Meetings and logistics 

 Make arrangements for internal/external meetings, seminars and other events. This 
may require such activities as the implementation of logistics, preparation of invitation 
letters and the typing, compilation and distribution of working documents and other 
material. Take and prepare minutes and/or notes of internal meetings. 

 Make travel and hotel arrangements, prepare travel authorizations/claims for the 
supervisor(s) and/or participants and compile, calculate and prepare cost estimates.  

 Administrative activities 

 Input, retrieve and assemble information into/from databases using commercial or IAEA 
specific software applications. 

 May calculate and prepare standard limited components of the programme and budget 
(e.g. printing requirements, consultancies) and the financial plan for the Unit/Section 
and may keep track of the financial budget/expenditure of the Unit/Section. 

 Update and maintain information databases, such as mailing lists, document tracking 
systems and management reporting systems on the status and completion of work 
plans. 

 On behalf of the supervisor, may distribute work among the other support staff of the 
Section, explaining work methods, assisting with routine problems and checking work in 
progress to ensure compliance with administrative rules and regulations. 

 Provide required support and/or backup to staff in executive offices. 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety 

and Security 
Division of 
Radiation, 

Transport and 
Waste Safety 

Radiation Safety 
and Monitoring 

Section 

G4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-11, 
11:59:00 
PM 

2016/0123 
(018583) 

Finance Officer (Accounting and 
Reporting) 

 Contribute to the timely completion of the monthly and annual closure process through 
monitoring of the status of tasks being completed outside the Division of Budget and 
Finance. 

 Assure the overall integrity, accuracy and completeness of the General Ledger within 
AIPS, the IAEA’s Oracle based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. 

 Plan, organize, and evaluate the work of a small team, focusing on priorities and results 
based programming approach. 

 Prepare the core financial statements and/or the initial drafts of the relevant sections of 
the annual financial statements for the IAEA. 

 Resolve IPSAS accounting matters, identifying potential procedural solutions and work 
with the Unit Head to determine implementation plans. 

 Perform reviews of the financial reporting processes and propose improvements in 
support of the annual issuance of the Statement of Internal Controls. 

Department of 
Management 

(MT) 
Division of 
Budget and 

Finance 
Finance and 
Accounting 

Section 

P3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-07, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0115%20(013062)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0115%20(013062)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0123%20(018583)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0123%20(018583)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0129 
(127810) 

Radiation Safety Infrastructure 
Specialist 

Plan, coordinate and participate in ImPACT missions, Integrated Regulatory Review Service 
missions (IRRS), and radiation safety regulatory infrastructure advisory missions. In relation to 
these missions, as appropriate: prepare and finalize mission reports, formulate conclusions and 
recommendations, analyse trends, develop follow-up actions and implement supporting activities, 
projects and workshops 
• Participate in the development of safety standards, guidelines and training material associated 
with the work of the Unit and Section. 
• Develop, maintain and evaluate radiation, transport and waste safety infrastructure profiles for 
Member States in the Radiation Safety Information Management System (RASIMS) in coordination 
with other professional staff in the Division and RASIMS counterparts in Member States. 
• Act as a Technical Officer, evaluating and implementing projects to technical cooperation 
projects on upgrading radiation, transport and waste safety infrastructure. 
• Act as a Scientific Secretary responsible for organizing and facilitating meetings, training activities 
and workshops, both at IAEA HQ and in Member States. 
• Provide support and relevant expertise for the Incident and Emergency System (IES) and 
participate in associated training and exercises. 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety 

and Security 
(NS) 

Division of 
Radiation, 

Transport and 
Waste Safety 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-25, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0105 
(127703) 

Associate Security Officer  • Conducts research and develops proposals to improve the effectiveness of policies and 
procedures, contributes operational support for the development and implementation of 
Safeguards security projects, develops recommendations for incident and threat security response 
plans including for the Departmental Disaster Recovery Plan. 
• Reviews and approves Safeguards Information System access rights and responds to user 
technical problems; assists with physical access control management. 
• Maintains the Security Internet pages on the Safeguards Portal and OASIS and drafts information 
for Security Bulletins to staff. 
• Drafts and distributes information and training materials on security awareness and related 
topics and collects client feedback on information and training services. 
• Monitors and reports on the maintenance of the Disaster Recovery Plan and on the 
implementation of recommendations from periodic security audits, vulnerability assessments and 
threat and risk assessments. 

Department of 
Safeguards 

SG-Section for 
Coordination, 

Communication 
and Security 

P2 Duration in 
Months: 24 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-09, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0129%20(127810)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0129%20(127810)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0105%20(127703)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0105%20(127703)
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0110 
(020173)) 

Safeguards Coordination 
Assistant (European 
Commission) 

 Facilitate, through the coordination and organization of information the IAEA and 
European Commission reviews, the responses and reconciliation of issues impacting 
new or changed safeguards cooperation agreements in European Union States. 
Responsible for effective liaison with external stakeholders including DGOC, OLA and 
European Commission representatives. 

 Produce and update Action Lists and Minutes for each IAEA/EC Committee and Working 
Group in conjunction with the meeting co-Secretary and co-Chair. 

 Perform administrative functions in connection with the organization of IAEA/EC 
meetings, including invitations, travel arrangements, preparatory documents, meeting 
logistics and visitor access. Take and prepare minutes of meetings. 

 Prepare, maintain and continuously update the divisional training schedule database. 
Advise and coordinate with the divisional training officer to analyse and design training 
implementation plans based on career development guidance available. Independently 
generate pertinent correspondence for nominations and other subject specific 
correspondence. 

 Compile, process and update classified data from Divisional Statements of Import 
Communication as well as nuclear material advance import/export notifications from 
EU states and non EU states into a database. Analyse the advance notifications and 
incorporate detailed data into an independently maintained separate database utilised 
for transit matching. Disseminate the classified information in accordance to the SG 
procedures. 

 Draft Acknowledgment Letters for Advance Notifications from non EU countries and 
process them according to SG procedures. 

 Maintain divisional radiation protection records to ensure that divisional staff are in 
compliance with radiation monitoring requirements. Monitor and notify Divisional staff 
of their Occupational Radiological Safety monitoring requirement due dates and inform 
Section managers, Divisional Radiation Protection Officer and staff of non-compliance 
with monitoring requirements. Ensures follow–up on exposures received that require 
investigation. 

 Provide required support and/or backup to other Safeguards Coordination Assistants as 
instructed by the Section Head and/or the Senior Inspector. 

Department of 
Safeguards 

SGOC-
Coordination 
and Support 

Section 

G6 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-07, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

PIP-OIOS- 
Eval 

Evaluation Officer - Multiple 
Positions 

 Plan, conduct and report on evaluations of programmes and cross-cutting themes.  

 Identify and supervise evaluation consultants/expert panel members to ensure high 
quality evaluations.  

 Monitor the follow-up on evaluations to ensure a high implementation rate.  

 Contribute to the overall quality of OIOS evaluations by conducting peer reviews on 
evaluations conducted by colleagues and consultants, ensuring that evaluations meet 
high professional standards in line with the IAEA evaluation policy and UN evaluation 
norms and standards.  

 Analyse the IAEA's strategies, programmes and projects as an input to the development 
of the work programme of the evaluation function.  

 Participate in or coordinate field missions, panel meetings and other workshops with 
external experts/consultants and providing them with necessary information. 

Office of 
Internal 

Oversight 
Services (OIOS) 

P3 Number of 
Positions: 2 (1 
FT and 1 TA) 
Type of 
Contract: Fixed 
term (3 years, 
first year 
probationary) 
and Temporary 
Assistance (2 
years, first 
year 
probationary) 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-21, 
11:59:00 
PM 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0110%20(020173)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0110%20(020173)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=PIP-OIOS-%20Eval
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=PIP-OIOS-%20Eval
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Référence Intitulé du poste Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 
Date limite 

de 
candidature 

2016/0101 
(020128) 

Safeguards Data Clerk  Receive, process and disseminate relevant Safeguards information to other Information 
Assistants and Analysts in the Section such as Nuclear Material Accounting reports or 
Additional Protocol statements submitted by the Member States. 

 Draw on a variety of databases and information sources and with assistance from other 
SG Information Assistants and Analysts, retrieve and collect information relevant to 
Safeguards, in preparation of further processing. 

 Scan and upload documents to Safeguards Information Systems for electronic filing. 

 Use computerized information systems in the Section (registration of Member States 
submissions through ARMS) to maintain associated electronic files (manual and 
electronic upload of Nuclear Material accounting data). 

 Review output from the information systems for accuracy and completeness from a 
data processing point of view by comparing the output of data with the original 
submission from the Member State and proofreading for accuracy of text and 
accounting figures. 

Department of 
Safeguards 
Division of 
Information 
Management 

G3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 
 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-03, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0117 
(127758) 

Energy Data Analyst • Review and recommend PESS studies and indicators to be used to assess the economic 
competitiveness and sustainability of nuclear power, for evaluating energy policy options and 
strategies for integration of nuclear power with renewable energy. 
• Recommend components and develop data collection frameworks to analyse nuclear costs and 
techno-economic data to assist in preparing life cycle comparisons to other energy systems (shale 
gas, coal with CCS, renewables, etc.). 
• Identify elements for statistical models to analyse nuclear cost parameters and to quantify areas 
of cost uncertainty. 
• Conduct comparative assessments of the costs, effectiveness and energy/environment/economic 
implications of various energy technology and policy options and draft reports for use within and 
dissemination outside the Agency. 

Department of 
Nuclear Energy 

Division of 
Energy Planning 

and Nuclear 
Information and 

Knowledge 
Planning and 

Economic 
Studies Section 

P2 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-21, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0118 
(127794) 

Energy Planner/Economist • Develop and enhance the IAEA's energy models for analysis of sustainable energy development; 
maintain and upgrade the associated computer codes and user interfaces; integrate and maintain 
energy, water and land-use models; update user manuals, guidebooks and related training 
materials with particular emphasis on eLearning material.  
• Develop and enhance e-learning platforms, self-learning packages and remote help/maintenance 
support systems.  
• Maintain energy and economic data bases.  
• Maintain operational linkages to the statistical office of other international organizations and 
contribute to the advancement of automated data preparation.  
• Prepare or contribute to annual updates of nuclear power projections.  
• Provide technical support to Member States for capacity building for sustainable energy 
development and for conducting national energy assessments using the IAEA's energy models 
(including training of trainers).  
• Act as Scientific Secretary for technical meetings, training courses and workshops organized by 
the IAEA and its collaborating organizations.  
• Prepare reports, papers and presentation materials on energy, electricity and nuclear power 
development and on the role of nuclear power for sustainable energy development.  
• Support the Unit Head and the Section Head in preparing periodic reviews of programme 
implementation, maintaining and updating performance indicators, and planning future 
programmes. 

Department of 
Nuclear Energy 

Division of 
Energy Planning 

and Nuclear 
Information and 

Knowledge 
Planning and 

Economic 
Studies Section 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-21, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=PIP-OIOS-%20Eval
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=PIP-OIOS-%20Eval
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0117%20(127758)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0117%20(127758)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0118%20(127794)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0118%20(127794)
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Référence 
Intitulé du 

poste 
Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 

Date limite 
de 

candidature 

PIP-
ENGINEERING-
002 

Talent Pipeline 
for Engineering 
Professionals 
and Experts -  

Reporting to a Section/Unit Head, Nuclear Engineering or  Technical Engineering professionals and experts 
are recognized specialists or authorities in one or more of the following fields (list includes, but is not is 
limited to) 

 Civil Engineering (Environmental, Geotechnical, Structural, Transport, Water Resources...) 

 Chemical Engineering ( Materials, Processing...) 

 Electrical Engineering (Computer, Electronic, Optical, Power...) 

 Mechanical Engineering (Manufacturing, Thermal, Vehicle...) 

 Systems Engineering (Agricultural, Applied, Biological, Building Services, Energy, Industrial, 
Nuclear) 

- - - Closing 
Date: 2016-
04-04, 
10:59:00 
PM 

2016/0053 
(016252) 

Language 
Services 
Assistant 
(Chinese) 

 Assist with the coordination of documents that do not require English editing. 

 Prepare editable versions and then proofread incoming texts for translation that are not 
originally in editable form. 

 Provide proactive or reactive references for the translators and assist them with their 
terminology queries. 

 Enter new terminology in the central terminology and reference database, seek and select the 
most reliable sources and provide appropriate definitions and explanations, and maintain and 
update existing terminology. 

 Act as a backup for other team members or assist with any other tasks as needed. 

 Take steps to improve his/her own work practices or recommend workflow streamlining within 
his/her own organizational unit to achieve efficient process delivery. 

Department of 
Management (MT) 

Division of 
Conference and 

Document Services  

Language Services 
Support Section 

G5 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-05, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0094 
(137359) 

Associate 
Quality 
Management 
Officer (NSRW) 

• Serve as the focal point for the quality of management systems and associated documents and 
develop and implement quality plans and quality control procedures for the Testing Laboratory 
Activities. 

• Observe and propose improvements in Unit processes for efficiency ensuring the optimal use of 
resources including drafting new procedures and working instructions or revisions to existing 
ones. 

• Evaluate the Unit’s work in accordance with ISO 17025 and other related reference documents to 
identify issues related to conformity with ISO-17025 and prepare and process formal 
documentation related to accreditation and external audits. 

• Administer, conduct and participate in external and internal audits to ensure and verify that the 
Testing Laboratory operations continue to comply with the requirements of the management 
system and applicable international standards.  

• Broaden and deepen the Unit’s knowledge by:  
o Organizing staff training on processes, auditing and references.  
o Effectively communicate revisions and staying abreast of in-house changes.  
o Generate ideas for process improvement and stimulating discussion.  
• Conduct Radiation Safety training needs analyses and arrange or assist in arranging Radiation Safety 

training courses. 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety and 

Security (NS) 
Division of Radiation, 
Transport and Waste 

Safety (NSRW) 
Radiation Safety and 
Monitoring Section 

P2 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-07, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0053%20(016252)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0053%20(016252)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0094%20(137359)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0094%20(137359)
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Référence 
Intitulé du 

poste 
Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 

Date limite 
de 

candidature 

2016/0064 
(127718) 

Nuclear 
Engineer (INIR) 

• Plan, implement and evaluate projects in capacity building for infrastructure development in 
collaboration with technical experts from inside and outside the Section.  
• As a technical officer, backstop technical cooperation projects in the subject area, evaluating 
proposals and planning and implementing activities; review the results achieved and conduct analysis.  
• Organize and manage capacity building projects, including education, training and exercises at the 
national, regional and international levels to address nuclear infrastructure development issues of 
priority for individual Member States or regions. 
• Initiate, plan and conduct technical meetings for Member States to review and discuss the status and 
progress achieved in nuclear infrastructure and nuclear power programme planning.  
• Develop, maintain and promote best practices on key sectional processes for coordinating IAEA 
assistance with Member States' national activities.  
• Propose the development of technical documents and reports on various aspects of the IAEA's 
activities on nuclear infrastructure.  
• Provide authoritative information, advice and guidance on nuclear infrastructure and nuclear power 
programme planning.  
• Coordinate/liaise with external institutions and stakeholders, including donor organizations; gather, 
maintain and apply knowledge of international best practice and future trends in the subject area. 
• Provide expert technical input and maintain the CNIPs and IWPs for designated Member States; 
provide support and relevant expertise for the Integrated Nuclear Infrastructure Review (INIR) missions; 
and participate in associated meetings/missions as required. 

Department of 
Nuclear Energy (NE) 
Division of Nuclear 

Power 
Nuclear Infrastructure 
Development Section 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-06, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2016/0098 
(138172) 

Management 
and 
Administrative 
Specialist  

• Provide policy and managerial advice to the Special Assistant to the Director General for Management 
on issues related to management, finance, human resources, and administration;  
• Coordinate work with IAEA Departments/Offices in the areas of management, finance, human 
resources, administration and other areas of highly sensitive nature; 
• Plan and oversee that activities related to finance, human resources and administration undertaken 
by DGOC and ORDG ensure that substantive work programmes and programmed activities are carried 
out in a timely fashion, while respecting the independence of OIOS; 
• Provides substantive input in the preparation of position papers and reports in the areas of 
management, finance, human resources and administration for presentation to Policy-Making Organs 
as well as for formulation and implementation of the recommendations by the evaluation reports and 
internal audit reports; 
• Plan, organize, manage and evaluate the work of the team, continuously reviewing effectiveness, 
focusing on priorities and driving for excellence in line with the IAEA's quality management and results-
based programming approach.  
• Represent the DGOC/ORDG, and provide advice and input concerning specific requirements to 
interdepartmental groups and bodies on administrative issues, systems and/or processes for 
administrative management, and other related activities.  
• Participate in the continuous IAEA-wide and DGOC/ORDG-specific improvement processes with a view 
to identifying and implementing enhancements to business practices and processes.  
• Authorize financial obligations as the delegated certifying officer for the DGOC/ORDG. 
 

Director General's 
Office for 

Coordination (DGOC) 
Secretariat of the 

Policy-making Organs 
(SEC-PMO) 

Special Assistant to 
the Director General 

for Management 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-10, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0064%20(127718)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0064%20(127718)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0098%20(138172)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0098%20(138172)
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Référence 
Intitulé du 

poste 
Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 

Date limite 
de 

candidature 

2016/0099 
(127799) 

Response 
Officer  

 Enhance arrangements on e.g., information management and the graphical display of 
emergency data as well as the simulation of exercise scenario data. 

 Develop exercise scenarios for internal exercises, including the master events list for the 
scenario and the necessary emergency data and exercise injects. 

 Manage the administration of IAEA's IEC communication channels for contact points in 
Member States and relevant international organizations, resulting in a better 
implementation rate for successful message delivery during communication tests and in case 
of emergencies and more communication details for facsimile, email, telephone and 
registered web site users. 

 - Increase the efficiency of the processes for the administration of the on-call system. 

Department of 
Nuclear Safety and 

Security (NS) 
Incident and 

Emergency Centre 
(IEC) 

P3 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-12, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

2015/0451 
(124168) 

Documents 
Distribution 
Clerk  

 Receive printed materials, separate quantities for in-house distribution, mailing and storage, 
and undertake the relevant tasks to disseminate or warehouse them.  

  

 • Dispatch documents and publications, either in hardcopy or in electronic format, to the 
Secretariat, Permanent Missions, Member States, institutions and individuals world-wide, 
using relevant electronic applications and machines for labelling, packing and franking.  

  

 • Prepare shipments for mailing and assist in issuing shipping papers and recording 
expenditures.  

  

 • Maintain and check mailing lists and make updates to contact data.  

  

 • Maintain records relating to IAEA documents and publications, preparing data for dispatch 
and stock statistics.  

  

 • Assist in maintaining and carrying out inventory of stocks of IAEA publications ensuring 
good physical order, effective use of space and accurate records.  

  

 • Undertake distribution services at the Board of Governors meetings and the General 
Conferences. 

Department of 
Management (MT) 

G3 Duration in 
Months: 12 
Contract Type: 
Temporary 
Assistance - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-12, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0099%20(127799)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2016/0099%20(127799)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0451%20(124168)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0451%20(124168)
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Référence 
Intitulé du 

poste 
Descriptif/Rôle Département Grade Contrat 

Date limite 
de 

candidature 

2015/0453 
(009698) 

Senior IT 
Systems 
Engineer() -  

 Ensure the security, reliability and availability of the Department's collaboration platform 
and ensure that the systems meet the functional and performance criteria by taking the lead 
to plan and implement the actions required to achieve this 

 • Ensure that the Department's collaboration platform use the most secure, current, and 
stable solutions by overseeing upgrades, patches, configurations, regular maintenance and 
data integrity checks 

 • Provide strategic planning and guidance for collaboration platform design, long term 
direction and architecture  

 • Initiate and guide architectural and design changes, while ensuring that existing 
collaboration platform features, functionalities, scalability and security requirements are not 
negatively impacted 

 • Perform capacity planning, organize and conduct performance tuning, plan for future 
upgrades of hardware and software 

 • Evaluate, perform proofs of concept, test, and deploy new systems through a controlled 
release management regimen  

 • Ensure that the Department’s collaboration platform is in accordance with security 
standards, business needs, industry best practices, and compliance rules 

 • Ensure data protection of the collaboration platform by designing, implementing and 
testing backup and restoration scenarios 

 • Define administrative and operating guidelines and procedures for the Department’s 
collaboration platforms  

 • Identify, anticipate, mitigate, troubleshoot and resolve collaboration platform technical 
issues 

 • Lead projects on collaboration platform integration with other applications, and participate 
in the Department's application development projects as a collaboration platform 
infrastructure specialist and solution provider with the overall aim of contributing to well-
engineered and integrated solutions 

 • Coordinate the infrastructure preparation and configuration activities with network, 
system, database and security teams to ensure the security and stability of the collaboration 
platform 

Department of 
Safeguards 

Infrastructure Section 

P4 Duration in 
Months: 36 
Contract Type: 
Fixed Term - 
Regular 

Closing 
Date: 2016-
03-12, 
11:59:00 
PM 
 

Il est vous également possible, désormais, de vous abonner au flux RSS associé, afin d’être informé en temps réel des dernières offres disponibles. 
 : Pour plus d’informations sur l’annonce, cliquer sur lien hypertexte dans la première colonne. Pour plus d’annonces de postes vacants à l’AIEA, consulter le site au lien suivant: 

https://recruitment.iaea.org/phf/p_vacancies.asp. 
Pour information, un niveau P4 exige 7 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 110 k$/an ; un niveau P5 exige 10 années d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 132 k$/an ; un niveau D1 

exige 15 ans d’expérience et rétribue à partir de 156 k$/an. 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0453%20(009698)
https://iaea.taleo.net/careersection/ex/jobdetail.ftl?lang=en&job=2015/0453%20(009698)
https://recruitment.iaea.org/phf/p_vacancies.asp
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Offices reporting to the Director General 

Head, Geneva Office (Director General's Office for 
Coordination)  

P5  Second half 2016 

Senior Assistant Secretary (Secretariat of the Policy-making 
Organs)  

P5  Second half 2016 

Senior Legal Officer (Nuclear and Treaty Law Section)  P5  Second half 2017 

Public Information Officer/Editor (Internet) (Web, Digital 
Media and Public Information Materials Section) 

P4  Second half 2016 

Department of Management 

Section Head (Conference Services Section)  P4  Second half 2017 

Reviser (Arabic) (Arabic Translation Section)  P4  First half 2017 

Section Head (Chinese Translation Section)  P5  Second half 2017 

Section Head (Staff Administration Section)  P5  First half 2016 

Unit Head (Recruitment Unit) (Recruitment and Staff 
Development Section)  

P4  First half 2017 

Unit Head (IT Infrastructure) (Enterprise Systems Unit)  P4  Second half 2016 

IT Systems Engineer (Infrastructure Services Section)  P3 Second half 2017 

Department of Nuclear Sciences and Applications 

Section Head (Dosimetry and Medical Radiation Physics 
Section)  

P5  Second half 2016 

Nutrition Specialist (Nutritional and Health-Related P4  Second half 2016 

VII. Prévisions de postes à pourvoir à l’AIEA au 1er semestre 2016 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
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Environmental Studies Section) 

Radiopharmaceutical Scientist (Radioisotope Products and 

Radiation Technology Section)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Radiation Chemist (Radioisotope Products and Radiation 

Technology Section)  

P4  First half 2016 

Unit Head (Atomic and Molecular Data Unit) (Nuclear Data 

Section)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Fusion and Plasma Physicist (Physics Section)  P4  Second half 2016 

Nuclear Instrumentation Physicist (Physics Section)  P4  Second half 2016 

Gamma Spectrometry Specialist  P3  Second half 2016 

(Terrestrial Environment Laboratory) Research Scientist 

(Biogeochemistry) (Radioecology Laboratory)  

P4  First half 2016 

Department of Safeguards 

Management Advisor (Section for Coordination, 

Communication and Security) 

P5  Second half 2016 

Safeguards Officer (Section for Coordination, 

Communication and Security) 

P4  Second half 2017 

Senior Inspector for State Level Coordination (two posts) 

(Department of Safeguards) 

P5  First half 2016 

Safeguards Training Officer (Containment & Surveillance) 

(Safeguards Training Section) 

P4  First half 2016 

Department of Nuclear Energy 

Programme Officer (Office of the Deputy Director General)  P3  Second half 2016 

Knowledge Management Specialist (Nuclear Knowledge 

Management Section)  

P3  Second half 2016 

Technical Head (Plant Life Management/Long Term P5  Second half 2016 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
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Operation) (Nuclear Power Engineering Section)  

Nuclear Engineer (PRIS) (Nuclear Power Engineering 

Section)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Nuclear Engineer (Spent Fuel Management) (Nuclear Fuel 

Cycle and Materials Section)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Nuclear Technology Specialist (Nuclear Fuel Cycle and 

Materials Section)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Nuclear Waste Disposal Specialist (Waste Technology 

Section)  

P4  First half 2016 

Department of nuclear Safety and Security 

Departmental Administrative Officer (Office of the Deputy 

Director General)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Incident Reporting Officer (Incident and Emergency Centre)  P3  Second half 2016 

Standards Specialist (Safety and Security Coordination 

Section)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Communication Adviser (Safety and Security Coordination 

Section)  

P5  First half 2017 

Senior Nuclear Security Officer (Nuclear Security of 

Materials outside of Regulatory Control Section) 

P5  Second half 2016 

Nuclear Safety Officer (Safety Assessment Section)  P4  Second half 2016 

Senior Nuclear Safety Officer (2 positions) (Department of 

Nuclear Safety and Security)  

P5  First half 2016/ Second half 2017 

Nuclear Safety Officer (Research Reactor Safety Section)  P4  First half 2016 

Section Head (Regulatory Infrastructure and Transport 

Safety Section)  

P5  Second half 2016 

Regulatory Standards Specialist (Radiation Safety and 

Monitoring Section)  

P5  Second half 2016 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
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Waste Safety Specialist (Radioactive Waste and Spent Fuel 

Management Unit)  

P4  Second half 2016 

Unit Head (Assessment & Management of Environment 

Releases Unit) (Waste and Environmental Safety Section)  

P5  Second half 2016 

 

 

  

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
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Référence Objet 
Date d’ouverture 
de l’appel d’offre 

Responsable AIEA 
Date limite de 
réponse à 
l’appel d’offre 

RFP 27053-

SL 

Authorization Management System and related Services 

This RFP concerns the Authorization Systems Management System and related 

Services. The System is to be installed in IAEA, Vienna Austria and services are 

on-site and off-site as per the attached SOW. Please see the attached 

documents. 

Contract period: 3 years with two optional extensions. 

17-Feb-2016 Shahnaz Leblhuber - 

s.leblhuber@iaea.org ,  
15-Mar-2016 

17:00 

RFP-27051-

NG 

Physical Protection Upgrades at Al-Tuwaitha, Iraq 

Physical Protection Equipment Upgrades for Al-Tuwaitha Site in Iraq 

17-Feb-2016 Nikolina Galanova - 

n.galanova@iaea.org  Tel: +43 1 

2600 21173 

17-Mar-2016 

17:00 

RFP NO. 

27093-DD 

Purchase of three (3) High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

systems in three (3) lots 

Purchase of three (3) High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) systems 

in three (3) lots: 

 Lot 1: High Performance Liquid Chromatography System for 

Mozambique 

 Lot 2: High Performance Liquid Chromatography System for Zambia 

 Lot 3: High Performance Liquid Chromatography System for Mauritania 

25-Fev-2016 DINETH DISSANAYAKE - 

D.DISSANAYAKE@IAEA.ORG  

Tel: +43 00431 2600 21187 

28-Mar-2016 

17:00 

36185 IAEA Market Sounding (Ref: req#36185) - Call for Expression of Interest 

Software Development (Regulatory Authority Information System/RAIS) 

IAEA Market Sounding – Call for Expression of Interest with regards to the 

development of the Regulatory Authority Information System (RAIS) as 

described in Attachment 1, Statement of Work. 

02-Mar-2016 Nikolina Galanova - 
n.galanova@iaea.org   

Tel: +43 1 2600 21173 

16-Mar-2016 

17:00 

  

VIII. Appels d’offre de l’AIEA (site officiel de l’United Nations Global Marketplace) 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/42917
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/42917
mailto:s.leblhuber@iaea.org
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/42907
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/42907
mailto:n.galanova@iaea.org
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43063
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43063
mailto:D.DISSANAYAKE@IAEA.ORG
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43429
mailto:n.galanova@iaea.org
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Référence Objet 
Date d’ouverture 
de l’appel d’offre 

Responsable AIEA 
Date limite de 
réponse à l’appel 
d’offre 

IAEA RFP 27163-

APG - Req 32389 

IAEA RFP 27163-APG - Req 32389 HON6004 C-arm 

This specification describes the requirements for a mobile C-arm x-ray unit 

to support the implementation of a brachytherapy service at the Oncology 

Centre of the Hospital General San Felipe, Tegucigalpa, Honduras. 

The equipment will be installed in the treatment room of the 

brachytherapy 

service associated with the Oncology Department at the Hospital General 

San Felipe. 

02-Mar-2016 Alessio Pagliarini - 
a.pagliarini@iaea.org  Tel: +43 1 

2600 

28-Mar-2016 

17:00 

RFP 27023-AS Supply of Cobalt-60 source and installation in Cuba - RFP 27023-AS 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) invites qualified suppliers 

to submit a Proposal for the provision of goods and services as defined in 

this solicitation, including the listed 5 attachments. 

02-Mar-2016 Adelheid Schrank - 

a.schrank@iaea.org,  

Tel: +43 12600 22 370 

29-Mar-2016 

17:00 

EOI 27155-DT EOI 27155-DT FBOS Seals 

Expression of Interest for the requested FBOS Seals as per attached 

documents. Please provide the requested information outlined in 

Expression of Interest Instructions by March 14th. 

01-Mar-2016 Dunja Todic - d.todic@iaea.org , 

Tel: +43 12600 
14-Mar-2016 

10:40 

 : Pour plus d’annonces d’appels d’offre de l’AIEA, consulter le site de l’United Nations Global Marketplace au lien suivant: https://www.ungm.org/. 

 

http://www.delegfrance-onu-vienne.org/
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43447
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43447
mailto:a.pagliarini@iaea.org
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43419
mailto:a.schrank@iaea.org
https://www.ungm.org/Public/Notice/43363
mailto:d.todic@iaea.org
https://www.ungm.org/

